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INTRODUCTION

The German toy industry has always offered strong competiti

to American manufacturers of all kinds of toys. This is partie

larly true of those types which lend themselves readily to producti

by home workers in such large centers as Sonneberg, for exam

rather than by the American method of mass production in factori

Such German competition not only exists in most of the forei

markets in which American toys are sold but also makes itself i

to a marked degree in the United States itself , in spite of the

per cent tariff . As an example of this , in the year 1923 , out o

total of $ 8,362,437 worth of toys imported by the United States fr

all countries of the world, $7,423,725 came from Germany. Inde

in certain lines German toys at present defy all competition .

It is of particular value and importance then for American

manufacturers and exporters to learn all they can about Germany

duction and selling methods relating to toys. This bulletin outli

both of these factors in detail and, furthermore, shows how

German toy industry has been affected by the country's finan

situation and the occupation of the Ruhr. Finally, an analysi:

presented of the present situation of German competition in toys

the various countries of the world, particularly as affected by rec

tariff rulings and price factors resulting from the fall of the Gern

mark. As a complete and detailed analysis of the German

industry , this report should be of great value to the American tr

in indicating the most effective methods of meeting German con

tition .

JULIUS KLEIN , Directo

( II )
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POSTWAR CONDITIONS IN GERMAN TOY INDUSTRY

The observer studying the toy industry in Germany during 1922

would probably come to the conclusion that the country had not

only completely recovered its pre -war hold on the toy trade of the

world but would soon outstrip all rivals even in their home markets.

By studying thesituation from the American side during the first
six months of 1923 he would find in the import figures and the

statements of American manufacturers the strongest confirmation

of the conclusions reached the previous year in Germany. However,

were he to come back to Germany and spend the remainder of 1923

studying the newly revealed conditions, analyzing them in the light

of what he had already observed, he would without doubt abandon

his earlier conclusions and conservatively determine to await further
derelopments . The only certain conviction he would retain would

be that the economic upheaval was still proceeding and that the

final result would be dependent not alone on the German situation

but on world conditions in general. In other words, the question

is not peculiarly a German one.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOY INDUSTRY

The toy industry, in its commercial sense, had its historic origin

in Germany, and, as in the case of many other commodities, the

geographical element has been an important factor in its develop

ment. The regional distribution of the German toy industry is

rather limited, since there are only five districts, each including a

number of compactly assembled communities every one of which

follows a more or less homogeneous line of occupation. The toy

producing regions may be roughly plotted out according to this

scheme :

Nuremberg . — Metal toys of the better and best grades; factory

made wooden toys ; textile toys; papier -mâchié toys ( other than

dolls) ; picture books, cardboard games, transfer pictures, and other

printed games and toys . The characteristic feature of the industry

in this district is that it is conducted on a large-scale manufacturing

basis.

Walthershausen ( including Ohrdruf).- Dolls of the highest

grades, particularly jointed dolls, a large proportion of which are

made in factories ; some wooden, papier-mâché, and porcelain toys

of medium and fine grades.

Sonneberg. - Dolls of the medium and better grades, made exclu

sively by home workers, together with the incidental papier-mâché

and wooden products; bisque and porcelain heads and doll figures,

principally in factories in and about Sonneberg and Neustadt.

( I )
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resources .

Brandenburg . - Metal toys and “ penny " articles.

Sarony.- (a) Chemnitz , wooden toys.

( b ) Klingenthal, mouth harmonicas and other toy musical instru

ments.

( c ) Ore Mountains district, comprising Nieder-Seiffenbach,
,

Seiffen, Ober-Seiffenbach , Heidelberg, and Heidelbach , all occupied

in making wooden animal and human figures, wagons, soldiers, and

cannons ; Olbernhau, the largest town in the district, where toy guns

are made ; Marienberg, whose specialty is wooden helmets and

sabers, recently brought up to the metal stage ; Gruenhainichen,

making only drums; Eppendorf, specializingin dolls' houses and
furniture, toy shops, and stables ; Waldkirchen, duplicating the

Eppendorf line and also making toy theaters, dwellings , and

churches; Hallbach , restricted to Noah's arks and wooden boxes for

various articles, such as pencils, sewing material, and crayons ;

Muenchendorf, where toy.cottages, Swiss chalets, and toy music

boxes are made; Blumenau, wooden building blocks; Deutschneu

dorf, pencil and pen boxes; Borstendorf, draught boards, toy pianos ,

and metallophones. Collateral specialties have been developing in

some of the communities mentioned above. For example, Ober

Seiffenbach makes tenpins and balls, toy furniture, building blocks,

and wooden games; Heidelberg, wooden horses, jumping jacks, build

ing blocks, and kindergarten gifts ; Marienberg, Olbernhau, and

Zoeblitz, sheet metal toys, kitchenware, and simple clockwork toys .

The Saxon Ore Mountain district is very poor in agricultural

The population is forced to gain a living through an

occupation which involves their skill and the natural products of

their rugged surroundings more than the cultivation of the soil.

An abundance of mountain streams furnishes an adequate supply of

water power for running the woodturners' lathes and the small saw

mills. In the forty -odd little communities, each within hailing distance

of its neighbor, there are between 50,000 and 60,000 home workers

engaged in making wooden toys, the occupation of successive genera

tions running back over a century. Whole families are kept busy

at this work, the various processes being graded and assigned to

the members according to the skill and maturity required in each

case . This home industry furnished the ground for the age -old

characterization of the “cheap labor of Germany " _cheap because

of the modest requirements that workers such as these have.

In the Sonneberg district there are about 20,000 individuals em

ployed in the home manufacture of dolls. The agricultural resources

are slightly more bountiful than in the caseof the Saxon Ore

Mountains and the population intensifies the production of dolls dur

ing the long winter months to make up for the loss of production

during the summer.

The less prominent centers are Wurttemberg, Goeppingen, and a

few isolated spots in Silesia, where metal toys are made. However,

the lack of productivity is made up by the quality of the toys, which

are graded as “ better " and " best " in that line.

As new materials were utilized for toys the producing area was

somewhat extended , so that no special districts may now be found

for these modern articles. Rubber toys are made in rubber goods

factories, celluloid toys are a coordinate line with other goods in
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celluloid plants, and leather toys are made along with other leather

products.

HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL EVOLUTION OF THE GERMAN TOY

INDUSTRY

The evolution from mere catering to the play instinct of man in

prehistoric and ancienttimes to the purposeful effort to stimulate the

imagination of the child as an educational process has been going

on very slowly, and at every stage the toy has been the measure of

the contemporary intelligence and the ethical concepts of both the

makers and the child -guiding consumers. Unconsciously the old

craftsmen of the last century performed the functions of teachers

when they evolved the playthings which created increasing demands
for more expressive dolls andmore scientifically constructed me

chanical toys. The passing of the toy saber and the tin soldiers

reflects the tendencies of the modern toy maker, who has brought

forth in their stead the electric locomotive and the box of trusses ,

girders, and beams for making numberless varieties of bridges .

The very old classification of all . wooden toys whose parts were

movable as mechanical and the equally unjustified classification in

ngue up to recently of all metal toys as mechanical do not obtain

als more . The industry has laid down the definition that all toys

whose function is to simulate the actions of animate beings , which

are miniature reproductions of moving machines actuated by any

kind of power, which require mechanical skill and judgment in

assembling into a whole, and those which require the application of

extraneous energy to function as intended, are mechanical toys.

This will lead to the inclusion in the near future of dolls which talk ,

walk, and nod , along with electric locomotives, metal construction

members, magic lanterns , and radio sets.

In the better -informed circles of the German toy industry the

belief prevails that the manufacture of toys in the country had its

beginning among the French Protestant immigrants, who had emi

grated to escape religious persecution and took to toy making as the

simplest occupation accessible to them . This is partly borne out by

the fact that the majority of the inhabitants of Nuremberg, Sonne

berg, Goeppingen, and Olbernhau are Protestants. However, the

product has acquired and will probably always show a characteristic

German stamp as the markets ofthe worldhave come to recognize

it . This French foundation of the toy industry was first laid in

Nuremberg, and the early export trade of that district was handled ,

as it is now, with that of Sonneberg, principally at Nuremberg and

Fuerth , its neighbor across the river. Before the days of the railway

shipments from Nuremberg used to pass through Sonneberg on their

circuitous way to the Italian and other southern markets as well as

to the free ports of the Hanseatic League ( Hamburg, Bremen , and

Luebeck , with the last -mentioned city out of the league since about

1571). The transit of these shipments through Sonneberg stimu

lated the inhabitants of that town to follow in the footsteps of

Nuremberg, and the modest facilities of the peasant population were

in this way brought into play to help build up what is now the

leading industry of the district.

.
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THE PRODUCTION OF DOLLS

The doll industry of Walthershausen originated over 100 years

ago with the founder of the present firm of J. D. Kestner, jr. ,

prominent as the maker of the “ Kronen ” (Crown) doll, who(

began business by making school slates and wooden toys. For a

few decades J. Ď. Kestner, jr. , was the only toy -making firm in

Walthershausen. Then came A. Wislizenus ( now owned by Hans

Heineke) and Wiesenthan , Schindel & Kallenberg, the makers of

the " My Dearie” type of doll and for over 25 years specializing

in high -grade wax dolls. There are now more than 20 firms, each

employing from 50 to 200 factory hands and in some cases even

greater number of home workers. The town produces more than

100,000 gross of jointed dolls a year.

BODIES

The first dolls made in this center had cloth bodies and limbs of

papier-mâché, a combination still selling with the aid of modern

improvements. This type of doll led to the bringing out of the

plush and other textile-covered stuffed animals. TheGerman ver

sion of the Teddy bear was first made here by Robert Unger.

An old composition for bodies and limbs still in favor is made

of a mass worked up in mixing mills of light ground selenite

( gypsum ), flour, and glue, pressed in cast sulphur molds. But in

the late eighties large - scale machine production was made possible

through the die- forming and stamping process originated by Hein

rich Handwerk, whose name was erroneously accepted by American
patrons as indicative of handwork. The plant and the entire busi

ness was later taken over by the Walthershauser Puppenfabrik

G. m. b . H. This firm makes its own wooden parts for dolls' joints

and also supplies an affiliated concern, Kaemmer & Reinhardt A. G.

A son of Heinrich Handwerk, bearing the same name, has recently
gone into the business and has revived the old firm name. The

die forming and stamping process calls for the use of long - fiber

cardboard and involves the use of the now familiar heated steel die

and a combination forming and cutting punch .a

The nonstuffed bodies are usually made in either one of two mate

rials : ( a) “ Pape," which is made of a fine- grade wood pulp and

is machine pressed in molds; and ( b ) “ papier-mâché,” which is

strawboard or cardboard stock, mixed with sawdust, flour , glue, or

resin ( in each case using the proper solvent), all hand pressed in

plaster of Paris molds made from positive sulphur models. The
“ pape ” type is sometimes called “ papier-mâché " by non -German

doll makers. The jointed doll and the doll with closing eyes were

first introduced about 50 years ago. The trade gives much credit

for the improvements in these linesto Ernst Kaemmer, one of the

founders of the firm Kaemmer & Reinhardt A. G. Among these

improvements may be mentioned hair eyelashes, articulated teeth ,

adjustable joints with removable rubber tendons, and the paint

dipping method in place of brush painting.

Since the war business with the United States has shown a sharp

decline in dolls, notably in the jointed variety. American dolls with

stuffed bodies, with the new Lloyd and Grubman voices, a combina

>
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tion which places the American doll as the first in durability , have

also the " cuddlesome" feature. They offered strong competition“

to the German doll until this doll, too, was made in the “ unbreak

able " style, and arrangements were made with one of the American

patentees to duplicate his " mama" voice for use with dolls made

in Germany.

The opinion in the German industry is that the jointed doll will

come back into favor, for the reason that it can be made slimmer,

shapelier, and , if of the walking type, need not be so bulky as the

stuffed type, and can also contain the necessary talking mechanism .

Many Walthershausen firms were launched upon the strength of

an invention which for a time gave them the monopoly of a new

and important feature. To this category belong the rather long

stablished firms С. M. Bergmann and Max Handwerck, and the

Lore recently organized concerns such as Adolf Heller, Gebrueder

Wernicke, and Hugo Wiegand. The lateral movement of the eyes,

such as gave the dolls the trade name of “ rogues ” or “ cross -eyed

dolls," was invented by Otto Gans and was exploited by him and

Serfaerth & Reinhardt. A very recent improvement is one by Al

fred Schroeder, consisting of a movable head which bows when a

hand is taken up for a handshake. Walthershausen also claims to

le responsible for turning out walking and talking dolls, some said

to be provided with a miniature phonograph.

1

LIMBS AND ARMS

Limbs and arms are made in three grades. They are made of

" pape " if they are parts of dolls of fine quality; of papier -mâché

and hand pressed for cheaper dolls ; while in the case of the cheap

est grades of dolls they are made of either fir or pine , jointed with

rubber tendons, or in the very low grades with wire . The dolls

Tith movable arms and limbs are almost all ball - jointed . Franz

Kuehle, of Ohrdruf, a half hour's motor drive from Walthershau

ven , makes quite a specialty of this line. Another firm in this

town making a complete line of these dolls is Kley & Hahn, nor

Tually employing about 300 workers. Some of the brands are My

Only One " (Meine Einzige) , “ Snow Fairy ” (Schneewittchen ) ,

and "Walkuere.” Other firms in Ohrdruf are Ohrdrufer Puppen

ielwarenfabrik, Franz Kuehles, and the Thueringer Spielwaren

fabrik (formerly F. W. Freytag & Co. G. m . b. H. ). However, the

frst position in the superiority of their jointed dolls in the

Walthershausen-Ohrdruf district is still being accorded by the trade

to J. D. Kestner, jr., and Kaemmer & Reinhardt A. G .; while the

Sonneberg district claims that the jointed dolls made at their own

factory by Otto & Cuno Dressel of that town are at least as good

as the Walthershausen product.

>

HEADS

There are five types of heads: ( a ) Bisque: ( 6) . " pape ;" ( c )

papier-mâché, which was quite in vogue before the bisque was com

mercially developed. The American dolls of the unbreakable "

type are now made with heavy papier -mâché heads, with the face

covered over with fine gauze, which makes the tinting or other color
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ing more effective for " character ” expression . ( d) Cellulo

heads, which although originated in Walthershausen, have a

been made for the last 25 years in considerable quantities in Man

heim , from which Sonneberg and the adjoining centers draw the

supply . Much advance has been made in improving the beau

and the expression of these heads. They are used principal
with " character ” and “ kid ” dolls. ( e ) Metal heads are used

some “ unbreakable ” dolls. These heads are believed not to

made in the United States, but they are produced in consideral

quantities in Germany. They are stamped out of sheet metal a

the two halves are welded. The chief manufacturing center i

these heads is Nossen , Saxony.

Celluloid heads were first brought out in the nineties in W

thershausen by Heckerau and later were considerably improv

by Karl Krausser, who perfected a process for giving them

durable color and finish . * To-day the two doll manufacturers

Walthershausen who make such heads in their own plants
Bruno Schmidt and Kaemmer & Reinhardt. The latter firm is a

reputed to be the first to introduce the " character " doll, whi

owes its inception to the models exhibited at the Munich Artist D

Show some time in 1909. A well-known type of baby head ga

this firm considerable reputation throughout the world .

China, porcelain, and bisque heads are made in their own plai

located in Walthershausen and Ohrdruf by Simon & Halbig, Ke

ner & Co., and Baehr & Proeschild, but these firms by no mea

exhaust or even represent the majority of those making this ty

of head. Up to March , 1923, bisque heads were greatly in demai

These were made in the Walthershausen, Sonneberg, Graefenhei

and Neustadt districts.

The German doll manufacturers, in explaining their grounds 1

the opinion that the bisque heads will come back , state that they
more artistic and lend themselves better as heads for “ characte

dolls. This type may be divided into five groups:

( a ) “ Reproduction (Mary Pickford , Charlie Chaplin, Jac

Coogan ).

• “ Advertising ” (Campbell Kids, Gold Dust Twins, Kew ]
and others).

( C) “ Typical" (Quaker Girl, Milkmaid, Nurse, and others.)
( d ) “ Cartoons " ( Ike and Mike, the Gumps, Mutt and Jeff, ad

others).

WIGS, EYES , AND SUNDRIES

The interruption caused by the war in the supply of Ang

goat hair for the mohair used in making dolls' wigs was complet

bridged over soon after the armistice. There is enough raw mater

on hand to suffice for many months to come, although the amorti

tion of its high cost based upon the low mark exchange may have

be passed on to other items which may be susceptible of increase

Doll's eyes represent an old -established craft. There are ma

home and factory plants in the doll-making regions which supi
the local trade.

Such auxiliary lines as dolls ' shoes, cardboard trays, cartons , a

lacquers are made by Rudolph Eckold, Gustar Bessert, and Andr
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Wacker, all of Walthershausen , and a few more firms scattered in

and about the other doll-making districts.

MECHANICAL TOYS

In the case of dolls and toy animals, the models for the reproduc

tions, in the larger sense, were present before the toy maker's skill in

treating his materials and his artistic genius had developed. The

evolution of the doll and the toy -animal industry went apace with the

worker's advancement in his art. In the case of the mechanical toy

the opposite is true ; the mechanical skill , the materials themselves

and the processes of treating them had existed for a long time, but the

suggestion to turn them into account in toy-making had to await the
appearance of the models. The steam engine, the steam and electric

locomotive, all the clockwork toys, the magic lantern, with its

amplified successor, the moving picture projector, and the score of

other mechanical playthings appeared almost as fast as their large,

commercially useful models had been created in the regular course

of industrial evolution . For this reason there can not be given an

historical statement as in the case of dolls and toy animals .

PRINTED TOYS AND GAMES

As to children's picture books, ABC blocks, and other printed

games , the evolution of the industry has followed that of the graphic

arts. As printing, lithography, and paper making have ad

ranced , so have these printed toys and games advanced, and the

present technical status of this category of toys and playthings

should justly be gaged from the aspect of the graphic arts.

LABOR AND EQUIPMENT

The official census of the toy industry alone gives the number of

workers employed in 1907 as 30,242, of which 10,295 were classified

as home workers. The latter figure is far more modest than the

aggregate reached by adding the items furnished by the manufac

turers and collectors in the various toy- making districts, especially

as they relate to the Sonneberg district. This may be explained by
the fact that the manufacturers and collectors are in the habit of

counting not only every worker but all his dependents as well. As

to the 19.947 employed in factories, it is safe to assume that only

those were counted whose occupation was directly and solely in line

with toy making; while it is a fact that numerous metal workers,

paper makers, textile and ceramic workers, printers and lithopraph

ers are contributing heavily to the production of toys, but their

employment is charged to the basic occupations in which they are

engaged .

The toy industry is only one of many depending upon the novelty

and the number of its models to attract sales ; but the manufacturers

claim that the numberless varieties of special tools and machinery

Deeded make the investment in this industry considerably heavier

than in any other. One of the reasons why doll making has not

graduated in its entirety into the factory stage is that the new ideas

which must be created from year to year can naturally be suggested

9165—24-2
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only by a large number of ingenious workers. It is the home workers

who are forever bringing out new models based upon original ideas ,

and it is they who frequently stimulate a vogue for a particular type

of dolls. Although no complete dolls are made by any one home

working group, yet the investment in the special fixtures and ap

pliances is so heavy that no individual manufacturer or even a small

group of manufacturers would feel safe in making it. The more

extensive the distribution , the lower is the overhead in each case and

the lower the final price to the " collector, " as most of the manufac

turers should really be classified . To simplify and reduce the lines,

as is the rule with the American manufacturers, would still involve

the initial investment which the German manufacturer considers

burdensome and would also detract from the salability of the dolls,

for the German dolls are sold to a great extent because of the large

choice of varieties in which they are made.

THE BING WERKE

A very important factor in the German toy industry, as also in a

number of other industries , is the group or interests known in the

German business circles under the generic name of " Bing Werke. "

The selling organization of the group is the “ Concentra Aktien

gesellschaft," Nuremberg, with 12 branches in Germany, 16 in other

parts of Europe, 2 in the north of Africa, 2 in Java, and 5 in Central

and South America. Out of a total of 31 distinct manufacturing

plants owned by the Bing Werke, the following 10 are producing

directly for the toy trade :

Bing Werke vormals Gebrueder Bing A. G. , Nuremberg : Mechanical toys

and ceramic -building blocks.

Bing Werke vormals Gebrueder Bing A. G. , Fita -Stereo -Abteilung, Dues

seldorf: Motion -picture machines stereoscope, magic lanterns.

Bing Kuenstlerpuppen und Stoffspielwaren Gesellschaft, Nurenberg : Dolls

and stuffed toys.

Bing Spiele und Verlag G. m . b . H., Nuremberg : Games, picture books, and

other printed toys.

Richard Bauer G. m . b . H. , Nuremberg. with distributing branches at

Chemnitz and Olbernhau, Saxony : Miscellaneous toys of great variety.

Kaemmer & Rein ! ardt A. G., Walthershausen ( Thueringia ) : Jointed dolls.

baby dolls ( “ My Dearie " brand ) .

J. A. Kithil, K. G. , Nuremberg : Cubic and pyramidical playthings, building

blocks dominoes.

Gebrueder Sauer, Nuremherg : Air rifles and toy guns.

Walthershauser Puppenfabrik G. m . b . H., Walthershausen ( Thueringia ) :

Jointed dolls and baby dolls.

Welsch & Co. G. m . 5. H. , Sonneberg S. M .: Dolls, stuffed animals. dolls'

furniture and furnishings, miscellaneous toys, Christmas tree ornaments. dum

mies masks, and carnival goods.

A large variety of parts and furnishings for toys are also made

in some of the remaining 21 plants owned by the Bing Werke. There

are also a number of plants affiliated with the group which are not

included in the 31 « daughter ” firms mentioned above, such as

M. O. Arnold, of Neustadt, making bisque heads. Apart from the

37 branches of the “ Concentra ," as already stated, the group enjoys

the services of numerous other outlets, one of which is in New York ;

another in London , and another in Paris.

The Bing group has recently brought out a novelty in the form

of a clockwork tractor patterned after a well-known low - priced

6
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American model, which promises to become quite a staple among

mechanical toys. Another novelty, of a more radical and promising

nature, is a line of ceramic building blocks containing shapes in
the usual assortment of cubes, rectangular prisms, arches , and semi

arches, and also corners, pillars, entablatures, bases, columns, spires,

bay windows, and other architectural members, many of which are

decorated with layers or other forms of colored ornaments. This

group has also recently acquired the license to manufacture, use,
and sell, under certain restrictions, one of the new American
- Mama ” voices in connection with dolls .

RAW MATERIAL

The problem of obtainingmaterial has been becoming more com

plicated since thewar and has been greatly accentuated since the

occupation of the Ruhr, with the incidental difficulties which finally

affect the sources of material and the prices. Many raw materials

must now be imported at high cost , particularly sheet metal, some

textiles ( plush , cotton , and others ) , oils, and lacquers. The anomaly

of the situation, as it presents itself to the German manufacturers,

is that the nations which are producersof these raw materials are

also consumers of German-made toys and as such have enacted what

the Germans consider prohibitive tariffs, destructive of the German

trade. The German industry feels that the situation hits it both

ways and is slowly proving itself a serious hindrance.

Taking the doll-making branch as an instance , a dressed doll is

made up of about 20 different types of material, all of which has

to be paid for in dollars or pounds. In metal toys, considering the

multiplicity of the lines made, one finds iron , steel, copper, brass,

bronzes, zinc, lead , tin , aluminum , and even gold , silver, and plati

num . Somewhere in all the toy branches there are used numerous

regetable and animal fibers, gums, animal and fish products, min

erals ( ceramic and otherwise ) , woods, and color pigments . The

uncertainties of the exchange and the general lack of capital have

complicated the problem to no negligible extent . In some instances

a substitution of material was affected with an apparently satis

factory result, but always at the risk of displeasing customers.

PRODUCTION COSTS

It may be said in a general way that since the conclusion of the

war costs of production have been more or less speculatively treated .

There is hardly a firm in Germany which up to about the beginning

of December, 1923, when the gold basis was adopted in all calcula

tions, handled the question with a feeling of security. Items valid

one day were found to be far out of line the next day , all owing to

the fluctuations of the exchange, which frequently forced the firms

to use different bases in the morning and evening, beore and after

the official exchange was announced . Whatever estimates are given

here were obtained from manufacturers who used their best judg

ment in appraising the various items, but these facts should be

treated with great care .

DOLLS

The quantity of dolls produced in the Sonneberg district is about

1,000,000 dozens yearly . The same may be said of the Walthers
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hausen district . This includes all types of dolls. The percentage

of labor cost in this commodity is quite unsettled , both in the case

of the factory product and the home-made doll. The calculations

in the latter case are made difficult also because the home workers

use varying methods of production and show all grades of efficiency.

The compensation is therefore naturally affected by these two fac

tors. Very frequently a home worker might receive more than the

usual compensation when he creates something original and the

monopoly remains his for a time. His profit may then be much

greater than the mere mechanical work would otherwise net him .

In the doll factories and the administrative departments of this

branch, wages are at about pre -war levels , which, under the condi

tions now prevailing in Germany, leaves the workers in doubtful

contentment. It is the opinion of the doll -making trade that the

wages will be reduced to below pre -war levels in view of the neces

sity of bringing down the prices far enough to offset the obstacles

set up by the various protective tariffs in consuming countries.

The home worker also buys his materials on a varying basis.

Sometimes he loses , and at other times he makes inordinate gains ,

according to the exchange at which he bought his stock and the

time when he is using it up for orders . Occasionally he can afford

to sink his labor costs in his profits derived from advantageous pur

chases of materials, receive heavy orders against competition, and

even hire temporary help from among his competitors to carry him

over his “ rush ” period . Owing to the gradual settling of the ex

change such occasions may soon becomerare.

In the case of the home worker there is no such thing as a factory

overhead . His investments are rather considerable with every new

model, but he never gives the item a concrete value. He figures in a

general way that a certain amount of net earnings will give him a

living for the season and he is quite content.

The administrative overhead would in this instance apply only to

the “ collector," but those interviewed could show no figures that

were susceptible of distribution under such a heading. There are

no taxes which apply particularly to the toy industry. The produc

tion taxes will be covered later in this bulletin .

MECHANICAL TOYS

In mechanical toys the situation is somewhat clearer because of

the factory element which is more inherent in the branch than in

the doll branch . In most of the processes of making metal toys

piece work is the rule . The exception lies in such stages of the manu

facturing where skilled mechanics are employed , as for example ,

in nickle plating, lithographing on metals , lens grinding for magic

lanterns and motion -picture machines. Basically, according to the

manufacturers, all straight production work should be piece work .

The rate is usually reduced when improved machinery is installed .

The auxiliary work, such as toolmaking and maintenance, is on the

day or week work basis.

Where time work has been the rule , since 1919, especially in 1922,

there was quite a decrease in productivity per man per hour. Ať

times it was as high as 40 per cent as compared with 1913. The

average up to the present has been about 30 per cent.
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Skilled laborers in this branch receive from 55 to 60 pfennigs

( gold ) per hour. The unskilled receive from 35 to 45 pfennigs

per hour. Piece workers earn from 30 to 70 per cent more inthe ag

gregate than time workers. Both classes work on the eight-hour
day basis .

No reliable figures are available bearing on the quantity of mechan

ical toys produced annually. The cost percentages which are more

or less determinable are the following : Of the factory cost , taken

as a unit , direct labor, material, orstock, and the factory overhead

each bear one-third . The administrative costs are fluctuating and

should not be considered until industrial conditions in Germany have

been stabilized. As to taxes, what holds true in the case of dolls

applies with equal strength to all other toys. There are about 54

distinct taxes and levies to which individuals and firms, from time to

time during any one year, are subject as natural persons, firms, pro

ducers, earners, and beneficiaries of incomes. This condition is one

of those which will be treated later as one of the factors in the

“ safety margins " which the German manufacturers and middlemen

are liberally using as a panacea for all ills arising out of production

and selling problems.

The Ruhr situation has perhaps a more direct influence on the

production of mechanical toys than on any other type, since raw

material is principally offerrous origin and under normal circum

stances would be obtained from the Ruhr region. But pigments,

shellac , linseed oil , turpentine, copal ( for varnishes ), asphalt paints ,

tone, and even wool, cotton, Angora hair, resin , and numerous other

materials, common with the doll industry, are just as important

for the successful manufacture of mechanical toys. The abnormal

conditions prevailing throughout the world have upset the smooth

progress of traffic in these commodities, already greatly impeded by

the preplexities of the German exchange.

During the last five years much ground has been lost through the

frequent recurrences of strikes and uprisings, although in no case

accompanied by positive instances of sabotage. High railroad rates ,

at the present moment above the world levels, havealso been contin

ually setting back the recuperative process.

As a partial antidote for these unwholesome factors, and with a

view to keeping the prices at safe levels, the manufacturers of mech

anical toys have gone about solving their production problems as

and when they occurred . Simplification of processes and the re

duction of handling stages, together withsubstitution with cheaper

materials, have brought about some relief. Clockwork locomotives

and automobiles were stamped out in less numerous parts; the steel

band springs were replaced by wire springs ; the wheels of the

automobiles were simplified as to the number of component parts,

and instead of carrying rubber tires, the outer rim was fluted over

into a semicircular crosssection , which was painted gray to resemble

the rubber tire ; the railroad track had its rails changed from a

fully crimped T section into something simpler, preserving all the

friction surface required for the proper running of the train . It

is admitted that the toy does not represent a rigidly built mechanical

masterpiece, but the manufacturers argue that the life of the toy in

the hands of the average child will not be materially shortened .
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The old catalogue numbers are retained for these simplified products

while the original model may also be had under a new number and

at a higher price . Herein lies a partial explanation of the numerous

charges made by American importers thatgoods were “ substituted .'

Where the buying was done by field representatives from samples

submitted by themanufacturers, with an opportunity to compare

the new with the original elaborate model , less complaints of that

type were heard.

PRINTED TOYS AND GAMES

Picture books, transfers, printed games , and in fact all toy mate

rial involving the use of paper and printing belong to a category

considered quite apart from toys, and the problems concerning this

line are more the problems of the paper and the graphic industries

than of toys as such. The merchandising questions affecting this

category will be discussed with the general questions.

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SHIFTING OF WORLD'S PRODUC

ING CENTERS AND MARKETS

The shifting of the world's producing plants and markets since

the beginning of the war is very clearly illustrated by the changes

in the toy trade. The two nearest rivals in the quality and quantity

of the product are Germany and the United States, Japan occupying

a somewhat unique position in this comparison, since the types and

the quality of its toys have little in common with the German and

the American goods. The changes brought about by the war were
induced by the styles which had grown in vogue and the prices, or,

rather, the cost to the importer, duty paid.

EVOLUTION OF STYLES AND TASTES

During and since the war the status of the American toy industry,

graded for the purpose of convenience, has been as follows:

Decided progre88. - 1. In dolls, particularly “ character ” baby,

“ unbreakable," walking, and talking-in fact, the talking doll in

1922 killed the German exports to the United States of the bisque
head dolls. This factor, together with the new tariff, which raised

the American duty to 70 per cent, threw out of employment 60 per
cent of the German doll makers and left the remaining 40 per cent

on a two-day working basis. The American “ Mama » doll is now

solidly intrenched, especially since one of the new voices (Grubman)

says either “ Mama ” or “ Papa,” according to the way in which the

child manipulates the doll .

2. Wooden figures (human and animal forms) jointed and adjust

able to various positions.

3. Metal tors, especially clockwork and electric automobiles , loco

motives, and launches.

4. Construction toys.

5. Wooden building blocks.

6. Ceramic building blocks.

7. Plastic molding materials.

8. Radio sets (cheaper grades may be considered toys ) .

Appreciable progress. - 1. Printed toys and picture books.

2. Onyx marbles.
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No progress. 1. Christmas-tree decorations. Lauscha, in Thuerin

gen, is still the most active producing center.

2. The so-called " penny articles," which really include toys and

playthings usually sold in small school-supply shops, 5 and 10

cent stores, and by theater concession holders” as souvenirs and

farors. This category has always been of a characteristic “ made-in

Germany ” type, and American manufacturers have never felt en

couraged to duplicate the lines. The claim is made by American

importers of these goods that the duty of 70 per cent is oppressive,

not only because their business is impaired thereby , but also that

because of it the German toymaker is denied a living and the Ameri

can child deprived of a cheaply accessible toy. This category in

cludes such articles as trumpets, rattles, low-priced mouth organs,

puzzles, and trick toys.

3. Marbles of the cheaper grades, jacks, and prize-bag articles,

such as color cards, tin figures, lead and white metal figures, and

others.

The advance made in the United States has done much to chan

the taste of the domestic consumers and of those who were forced

to buy from American manufacturers while Germany was not produc

ing. As a result of this, Germany must now catch up with the

markets which have for a time escaped her. This places a burden

of additional investment in new equipment, which at this time looms

up as a serious problem. Quite naturally, the question of prices

grows more complicated. Some advance in adjusting the prices to

the consuming markets has already been made. One instance is

furnished by Carl Bub, of Nuremberg, who has just brought out a

fairly well-made product in the form of a clockwork mountain

climbing train, with a rack track and cogged driving wheels, which

ought to sell in the United States at from $8 to $ 9 retail. On the

other hand, the tendency to fight competition on the spot is illus

trated by the case of Joseph Kraus, of Nuremberg, who is building a

plant in the United States for the production of toy electric trains.

CHANGE IN PRICES

Even more telling in its effect on the German toy industry than

the matter of styles and vogues is the question of price. This has a

mixed or rather international aspect, mainly from the angle of raw

material production and of tariff's. The former involves Germany's

ability to finance the purchasers and to some extent control the cost ;

the latter is coupled more with the economic and to a great extent the

political set-up of the nations of the world, and leaves Germany in a

position which will necessitate a radical recasting of her toy in

dustry or the curtailing of it, unless through some political miracle

she will be able to work a hole in the constantly growing wall of
tariffs.

FOREIGN TARIFFS

Under the terms of the treaty of Versailles ( arts. 264 to 270 )

Germany must consider the Allied and Associated Powers signa

tories thereto as favored nations in connection with any tariffs

it may find necessary to enact. The other signatories are left free

to deal with Germany in relation to their own tariffs as they see
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fit. Under the treaty of peace between the United States and Ger

many the United States also enjoys this privilege, the term of which

will end on January 10 , 1925. In the meantime a few changes in

the tariffs of Germany's customer nations have been made as follows:

The United States. Before the tariff approved and effective

September 22 , 1922 , the rates of duty ranged from 35 per cent for

toys in general to 55 per cent for decorated bisque goods , or an

average of about 41 per cent. The present tariff provides a flat

rate of 70 per cent ad valorem for practically all toys and parts
thereof.

Great Britain and North Ireland . - Toys of all origins have been

free of duty before and since the war. Thereis also no prohibition

on the importation of German or other toys. The 5 per cent “ repa

rations tax” is , however, collected on all German goods imported

into that kingdom.

Australia . - A general prohibition was in effect against the entry

of German goods from early in the World War until August 1 , 1922 ..

Since the removal of that restriction all German toys have been

accorded the same treatment as that enjoyed by toys imported from

all countries except Great Britain, New Zealand, and the Union of

South Africa, which benefitby preferential ratesof duty.

Union of South Africa . — The pre-war rateof duty on toys is still

in effect. Toys from the various parts of the British Empire are

granted a rebate of 3 per cent ad valorem from the duty applicable

to all foreign imports. In so far as dutiesare concerned, German

goods are not discriminated against as compared with other foreign

goods. German exporters claim that a strong disinclination to buy

German goods still survives, the feeling being especially strong in

1922. However, some are now coming in through England.

Canada . — The pre -war duty on toys is still in effect. There is

furthermore, a post-war tax of 5 per cent imposed on the sales of

all toys in Canada , being based in the case of imported toys on the

duty -paid value. There is no restriction on the importation o

German goods. All parts of the British Empire ( except Australia

and Newfoundland) enjoy a preferential rate ofduty. German and

American toys areboth subject to the general rates of the tariff.

British India . — There is no prohibition on the importation o

German goods, and no preferential tariff rates are granted to im

ports from any country .

Czechoslovakia . There is not much trade in toys between Ger

many and Czechoslovakia . There are no conventional rates of dut

applying on toys imported into Czechoslovakia. American and Gei

man toys , therefore, are on an equal tariff status in that country .

Denmark .- There is no discrimination against German and Amei

ican toys as compared with similar foreign products. The Danis

duties have been considerably changed since the war .

France. — Prior to the war toys from Germany were subject to th

minimum rates of duty, while those from the United States wer

brought in under the special tariff. On March 28 , 1921 , the genera

duties were very considerably increased against goods from all cour

tries not enjoying benefit of the minimum or special rates . Sind

German and Austrian goods were subject to the general rates, the

have been subject to these increased rates of duty, while toys froi
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0 .

the United States pay the special rate provided for. American
products.

Italy . - Before the war German and American toys were both sub

ject to the lowest rates of duty. At the present time, however, Ger

man toys are subject to the general rates of duty, while those from

the United States are brought in under the conventional rates where

such rates have been conceded.

Netherlands. --The import duties on toys from all foreign coun

tries is at the rate of 5 per cent ad valorem. There is no restriction

on the importation of toys from any foreign country. As a country

which deals to a great extent in reexportation it is quite probable

that large quantities of German toys are received in bond and for
warded to their destinations.

Voruray.- There is no discrimination against American and Ger

man tors as compared with similar foreign toys, imports from both

countries being subject to the minimum rates of duty. Duties in

eneral have been considerably increased within the last year , and

further revision of duties is now contemplated.

Poland. There are no restrictions on the importation of German

or foreign toys in Poland. Import duties are paid in actual gold

Rumania . - There is no restriction against the importation of

German or American toys. The customs tariff of Rumania was re

rised following the war and for some time the duties have been
stationary .

Nieden . There is no discrimination in Sweden against German

and American toys as compared with similar imports from other

foreign countries.

Spoin . - Prior to and during the war Germany was on the faren

nation basis, and so enjoyed the lowest rates of duty in Spain. After

the war, in an effort to prevent dumping of German goods on the

Spanish market in view of the depreciation of the German current:

Spain imposed a special surtax on German goods . This surtax and

method of levying it has varied with the fluctuations of the mark .

Tors from the United States are imported under the lowest or

conventional rates of duty , while those from Germany are atject

to the second -column rates of duty, plus the surtax
mentionsbore.

There is a proposal, however ,to abolish this surtax on Gregods

China . - All foreign goods are admitted into Chix Der tbe

ngulations and duties established for that country tra Powers

American and German toys are therefore on exactly the same

Children's picture and story books are admitted free it . I

tops are subject to a duty of 5 per cent ad valorem .

Japan . — There are conventional rates of duty - IT

any kind in Japan, so that in the absence of CIS I E

portation of toys from any origin , German tors are 251011

cap as compared with toys from any other countT.

Latin -American countries. There are no pre

duty applying on the importation of toys in
American countries. Although France has negu

ing special rates of duty on certain of its L
into Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala , oft

can countries, these goods do not include tots
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man toys are, therefore, on the same status as imports from other

foreign countries. In Cuba , American imports are admitted under

lower rates of duty than those applying on German goods. In

Mexico, however, imports from all foreign countries are brought
in under the same duties and restrictions.

The German toy manufacturers feel that a broad and reciprocal

policy should be adopted by the various nations of the world in

respect of tariffs. It is the growing feeling in Germany that the

movement for the simplification of practice ( industrial and com

mercial), now so energetically progressing in the United States,
should be extended to cover the industries of the world, in order to

obviate unnecessary duplication of effort and lost motion, and to

make it possible for each nation to sell to the others what it can

produce with the least cost .

THE PRESENT SITUATION

GERMAN EXPORTS

Considering all the difficulties encountered by the German toy

industry , the situation grows into a paradox in view of the sta

tistics given below as gathered from the latest available official

sources :

GERMAN EXPORTS OF Toys, 1913 AND 1920-1923

(In metric tons)

Countries of destination 1913 1920 19211 1922 1923 ?

United States

Great Britain .

Belgium

Denmark .

France

Netherlands.

Argentina

Canada ...

Egypt

British South Africa .

British India . TINE

19, 573

14, 809

1 , 725

495

2, 892

2, 088

1 , 654

1,035

162

361

910

5 , 644

7 , 487

658

1,082

243

4, 148

871

17

181

140

138

11 , 552

6, 610

1,064

957

217

3 , 391

604

142

264

192

217

22. 070

19, 414

1 , 704

1. 470

464

5, 135

19, 216

14, 106

681

980

137

3,042

1. 453

761

242

369

713

1 , 187

598

711

Total. 45, 704 20 , 609 25, 210 52, 753 41 , 700

1 May to December, inclusive .

2 January to October, inclusive .

It should also be noted that for the first 10 months of 1922 the

figures were 48,057, as compared with 41,700 for the corresponding

period of 1923, indicating only a small decrease in view ofthe ap

parent obstacles to the growth of an export trade.

AMERICAN IMPORTS

The United States statistics are given in dollars, which makes the

verification of the German figures impossible. However, the two

situations revealed are somewhat parallel and both can be treated

as a whole for the purpose of analyzing the apparent inconsistencies

between the facts as gathered among the German manufacturers and

exporters on the one hand and the published figures on the other.
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VALUE OF IMPORTS OF Toys INTO THE UNITED STATES

Origin 1913 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923

Dolls and parts:

Germany.

All countries .

cber toys:

Germany.

All countries .

$ 1, 537,964

1 , 563 , 184

5 , 362, 810

6 , 372, 371

$ 68, 233 $ 451 , 826 $1,051 , 367 $ 1,098, 008 $ 1, 493, 495 $ 1,794, 342

427,384 | 1, 232, 344 2,839, 532 1,462, 9131, 638, 406 1, 955, 772

69, 519 531, 904 3, 186, 650 3,769, 806 4,621, 894

871, 759 1, 719, 975 7,898, 162 5,644 ,495 | 5 , 915, 553

5, 629, 383

6 , 406,665

As supported by the previous table of German statistic , the con

clusion is reasonably well founded that the imports of German toys

into the United States are apparently not affected by adverse condi

tions in the German industry. However, the explanation given by

the German manufacturers and exporters and the American im

porters interviewed in Germany may throw an interesting light on

the causes underlying this anomaly.

HOW LAST YEAR'S PURCHASES WERE MADE

Foreign buyers, particularly American, complete their purchases

for the next Christmas season not later than the end of February.

Many of them leave Germany during January. Catalogue (mail

oder) houses and large importers, who serve a scattered trade among

the smaller retail establishments in the United States, must have

some of the goods delivered as early as July, for as soon as the

catalogues or other sales literature have been published in July a

goodly stock of merchandise must be already on the spot. This

means that the imports begin to show heavy entries in June and eren

in May. The mail-order houses and the smaller importers usually

wait till the end of the Leipzig spring fair, held some time during

the first 10 days of March , before closing all their orders. Ther feel

quite safe as to the time element, for the fair orders are almost

always for spot goods. Concerning the imports which entered the

['nited States during 1923, the representatives of the Americas

importing houses of all types stated that their orders had iera

placed before the fair opened on March 4, 1923. The burers of the

large American department stores had also placed their riers. I :

fact, buying for deliveries in 1923 was rather early in sis : ei

was stimulated by unusual conditions in Germany.

The rapid falling of the exchange, which approaciasza :

October, 1922, and kept on till it had reached, at the esiko

1923 , the level of 50,000 marks to the dollar, was * "*

in its first stages by a corresponding rise in prices is

manufacturers had already prepared their storia in

their money, and were eager to accept cash in orkers

by purchases of raw material before the prices

had risen . As a result of this condition inlar :

to the point of a frenzy of buying, and the area

was in full swing. In export orders this

anxiety of foreign buyers to close their orders

gone up. When during the first days of .

change began to climb through the actie :
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throwing foreign currency and securities upon the market, the prices

which had already begun to show gradual increases, kept on in

creasing instead of remaining stationary, or, more logically, de

creasing in view of the rising exchange. This gave the American

buyers on the spotfull confirmation of their judgment that what

ever buying was to be done should be done at once . In this way the

largest portion of the orders for delivery during 1923 were placed

before March , 1923. The Leipzig spring fair showed some active

buying in toys ( considering the prevailing inactivity ), but these

orders were principally to fill out incomplete lines.

THE PRESENT PRICE SITUATION

The present situation (February, 1924) with respect to prices o

German toys may be described as follows :

Dolls.-Dolls are now from 10 to 15 per cent higher in price thar

during April, 1923. In staple lines the increases are still higher

However, it is thought that with the expected reduction of wages

(provided this measure goes through without serious opposition

prices will follow accordingly . The dolls imported into

United States during 1923, with the exception of those bought by

small importers, usually from spot stocks, were ordered before Jan

uary of that year. In the Sonneberg district, where 95 per cent o

the dolls made are for export, the pre -war percentage of 60 per cent

for the United States was far from reached . The same may be said

of the 25 per cent usually apportioned to Great Britain and the

British possessions, and the 15 per cent to other countries. The

precipitous buying late in 1922 and early in 1923, as described above.

has in many cases resulted in the immobilization of large stocks of

German dolls and other toys in the warehouses of American im

porters. These goods could not be sold in season with any prospect

of profit. Large American importing firms were canceling orders

in 1923, which had been placed during the year and at the end of

1922 at prices based upon stable foreign currency, for the reason

that the manufacturers had raised even these prices. In many cases

the toy makers were quite willing to accept these cancellations, for

it relieved them of the losses involved in buying raw materials and

paying wages which had been rising since the end of 1922.

Stuffed animals. - Stuffed animals were bought in larger quantities

than dolls for delivery in 1923. In this respect Germany could

offer larger varieties, since her products are made to suit all the

markets of the world and the models intended for each of these

territories are available to all.

Mechanical toys. - Mechanical toys of the cheaper kind, especially

for the mail-order houses and small retail shops, are still cheaper

in Germany than in the United States, but the situation is just

the reverse in the case of the better class of these toys. Little com

petition may be expected from Germany in this line for some time

to come.

Ceramic toys. - Ceramic toys have not gone well for export. Even

such makes as Richter, the pioneer in the line, has been shipped in

very small quantities to the United States and the British markets.

Prices are still too high, principally because of the new tariffs.

Printed toys and games. Picture books and printed games and

toys are too dear for the American market.
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Wooden toys. - Wooden toys are too high because of the scarcity

of suitable lumber in the Saxon Ore Mountain district, which forces

he toymakers to buy the necessary pine and fir from Czechoslovakia .

Their own forests within reasonable transportation distance have

iren denuded , it is said , through the heavy deliveries'made as part

of the war reparations.

SAFETY MARGINS "

It is quite apparent that all German prices are at present abnor

mally inflated and could be reduced if the German producers and

inporters of raw materials, manufacturers, wholesalers, exporters,

and even retailers would soberly work out, from source to outlet , the
actual costs to them of the merchandise which they are producing or

selling and adjust their profits as they would if no war had inter

rened between normal times and this period of hectic uncertainty.

The five years following the armistice have served as a school

in abnormalities. The distressing fluctuation of exchange, the heavy

looses one day and the enormous profits the next, and the constant

juggling with figures running into 15 digits during the ordinary

workingday have made them callous to the intrinsic values of quan

tities. Human nature, with its primitive instinct of self-preservation,

has been the sole prompter of what to do when a problem came up.
While the minutest fractions of currency are borne in mind when

payments are to be made, rank extravagance takes the place of this

esactness when payments are to be received. Then the manufac

turer or dealer remembers that there is such a thing as a " safety

margin." He then remembers that the exchange may rise ; that the

raw materials may rise in price because of the exchange, or irrespec

tive of it ; that bank rates may go up ; that taxes may be increased ;

that railroad rates may advance ; that labor may have to be placated
with higher wages ; and that rents and every conceivable overhead

espensemust be considered as likely to go up ; and although the

cause of it all in the past - the depreciated exchange - may not re
appear, yet the " safety margin is applied wherever the slightest

ground is found for it. When from the first to the last stage every

producer, dealer, and middleman avail themselves of this security

factor, the final price can not but be abnormally high. One may

also quite naturally expect that in this indiscriminate application of

" safety margin ” many an item of disproportionate profit can creep

in , or the "safety margin ” may become a heavy profit when the

contingency upon which it was originally based does not finally

appear as a reality.

>

IRREGULAR BUYING

Very little buying was done during November and December, 1923.

Even the buyers present in Germany since October canceledorders

before departing for home for Christmas. This applies to all'types

of toys. The opinion of these American buyers is that the small im-'

porters, not necessarily specialists in toys, will from time to time

find advantageous stocks in the hands of equally small manufac.

turers. These may be forced to sell below the established prices in

order to receive payment on the spot in foreign currency, and at the

same time be relieved of the goods which have been left on their

hands when the buyers from the large importers declined to place
orders.
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MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS AFFECTING EXPORTS

Some of the recently developed export problems should be consid

ered in the general study. T'he German toy industry has alway

been free from the export control which from time to time the Ger

man Government found it necessary to exercise over other indus

tries to prevent “ valuta ” dumping and undermining the future

opportunities for upholding German prices abroad. This exemp

tion was accorded tothe toy industry mainly because any curbing o

exports would affect large numbers of poor home workers who could

not leave their homes to seek employment elsewhere. The exemption

went further in that it left it entirely to the manufacturer or im

porter to do as he pleased with the foreign currency which he migh

receive in payment for his goods, while the other industries had to

turn in certain percentages of such foreign currency to the Reichs

bank and receive in return therefor German paper marks according

to the exchange of the day. The export control was lifted on Sep

tember 27 , 1923, in the case of the majority of commodities, but th

requirement to turn over foreign currency was not abolished. Ther

were only a few changes made in the percentages subject to th

requisition of the Reichsbank . But the same decree placed the to

industry in the same category with the rest, requiring that withi

three months after receiving such foreign currency the exportin ;
firm turn over 30 per cent thereof in exchange for German marks

The manufacturers find the new rule oppressive in that it leave

them with less freedom to buy their foreign material and will con

sequently force them to use money borrowed at interest.
Some relief is felt over the lifting of the production tax on good

intended for export. This amounted to 2 per cent, but has been in

effective since January 1, 1924.
Quite a burden remains, however, on the shoulders of the toy

exporting firms in the form of the railroad rates, which, even con

sidering the rather long haulages from the manufacturing centers to

the shipping ports, average about 75 per cent more in gold than thos.

of 1914. This condition is only another one of the many to bu

reckoned with in appraising costs of production and selling. The

coal for the railroads is largely, during the Ruhr occupation, o

English origin and is paid for in pounds sterling.
The old custom of long credits can not at the present be revived

to boost business where prices can not induce orders. Payments in

10 to 30 days after the date of invoice is the rule with the large

manufacturers in their dealings with well -known and reliable cus

tomers. Occasionally a small manufacturer whose prices are un

usually attractive may receive one -third with the order; that is , this

prepayment induces him to tone down the prices.

No reasonably definite forecast can be made in the case of the

toy industry in Germany. The changes which have been going on

should be considered not only in the light of how the war has

affected Germany but also how it has affected its competitors and

the buying nations. The kaleidoscope of economic readjustment is

still revolving, and until it has stopped nothing can be surveyed with

any degree of certainty.
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